
  

  Learning at Home during School Closures for P3   
DAILY ACTIVITIES  

 Fr 
 

Literacy 
 

  Spelling 
Learning Intention: 
I can spell words with soft g and -dge 
patterns. 
  
Steps to Success: 
 1. I know when to spell soft g or -dge 
patterns. 
2. I can spell words with soft g and -dge 
correctly. 
  
Resources: paper / your busy jotter, a 
pencil, spelling list, an adult for dictation. 
An adult - to dictate the words. 
  
1. Dictation.  
  
I have mixed up the spelling patterns with 
soft g for an added challenge. 
  
 For the adult: please can you read the 
words for the children to spell. To give it a 
context and to help the children with 
understanding, you can use the spelling 
word in a short sentence. For example,  
Wedge – I bought a wedge of cheese in the 
shop. – wedge. 
  

 
Maths 

 
Learning Intention: 
I can find the missing number in calculations. 
  
Steps to Success: 
1. I can use my knowledge of addition and subtraction number bonds 
to 10 and 20 with accuracy. 
2. I can follow the steps for finding a missing addend or subtrahend. 
3. I can reverse the operation for finding a missing minuend. 
4. I understand the mathematical language of addition and 
subtraction. 
5. I can select a suitable mental maths strategy to solve problems. 
 
Resources:  
* computer – access to the online games, the video and the 
Assignment on Teams; 
* paper / busy jotter; 
* a pencil and a ruler. 
  
1. Hit the Button – game 
Number bonds to 10 and 20 – addition and subtraction. 
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button  
  
Go to Number Bonds – Up to 20 – Addition / Subtraction within 20 
– practise your speed and accuracy in calculations. 
  
Missing Addend | Addition Games for Kids | Toy Theater 
  
Missing Subtrahend | Subtraction Games for the Classroom | Toy 
Theater  
  

 
Wider Curriculum 
 
This week’s health and wellbeing focus is our Children’s 
Rights of the Month, articles 24 and 28, the right to 
Education and the Right to Good Health. 
 
Across the Curriculum: HWB 
 
Learning intention: I can learn about the rights to Education 
and the Right to Good Health 
  
Resources: UNICEF Powerpoint 
  
Activity: With a grown up look through and talk about the 
powerpoint. Think about how the two Rights interact with 
each other. 
 
Challenge: Choose an activity from the activity page to 
further your learning. 
 
There is also a page with extra resources for children on 
Covid 19 and Vaccines. 

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
https://toytheater.com/missing-addend/
https://toytheater.com/missing-subtrahend/
https://toytheater.com/missing-subtrahend/


Here are the spelling lists. If your child 
was spelling list 1, then use only words 
from list 1 in the given order. 
If they were moving between 2 and 3, then 
use list 2. If they feel very confident with 
the patterns and longer words, then use 
list 3. 
  

1 2 3 

fringe 

large 

wedge 

gem 

nudge 

judge 

hinge 

digit 

hedge 

magic 

voyage 

charge 

danger 

plunge 

bridge 

judge 

legend 

pledge 

grudge 

digit 

imagine 

badger 

original 

gadget 

legend 

fidgety 

giant 

voyage 

hedgehog

danger 

  
Check the spelling at the end. Are there 
any patterns you still need to work on? 

  

2. Finding the missing number – videos. 
  
You will find some videos on Teams about missing number 
calculations. You only need to see the video(s) that match the level 
you are working at: Mild / Medium level or Hot and Spicy levels 
(they are sharing the video).  
  
Watch the video with the strategies for finding the missing 
numbers.  
  
3. Practice. 
Here are some maths problems for you to try. Record them in your 
jotter or on a piece of paper. 
  
Choose the appropriate level for yourself to practise the strategies. 
Use a number line and partitioning to help your calculations. 
  

Mild Hot / Spicy 

32 + ___ = 37 52 + ___ = 83 
___ + 24 = 29 31 + ___ = 68 
27 + ___ = 67 67 + ___ = 91 
____ + 31 = 61 25 + ___ = 72  
47 + ____ = 54 ___ + 26 = 93 
___ + 68 = 76 ___ + 38 = 82 
23 - ___ = 18 71 - ___ = 39 
82 - ____ = 78 ____ - 48 = 35 
56 - ____ = 36 ___ - 37 = 57 
___ - 30 = 65 94 - __ = 46 
____ - 60 = 28 ___ - 47 = 35 

  
 

 

  
 


